Message from the Editor:
It’s already the start of a new semester and time to welcome new people to RPI and
hopefully ROC. Like many things, this episode of the Cairn has been sitting in my to‐
do list for far too long. Some of the submissions are obviously a little offset from the
publication date. Your elected editor is back from Singapore and I’m already
graduated. While unfortunate, I’m not telling you this to be self‐depreciating (or even
to clarify the next page). I want to point out to our new members (or soon to be new
members) the importance of balancing academics (and, um, other obligations) with
the need to get out and get some air. While I’m not telling anyone to ignore their
work (some of us pushed that envelope a bit too much), it is important, perhaps
essential, to get out and do something1 you enjoy every so often (even if it costs you a
straight 4.0 GPA). ROC offers you an opportunity to enjoy the outdoors (or even
indoors with the occasional “Whoppler”) while trying new things and learning from
your peers (or even take some professional classes). On the off chance that there’s an
outdoor activity that you’d like to try, but it isn’t well represented in the club
currently, you’ll probably find that there’s an alumni in the area that can teach you.
That said, you don’t have to be a hard‐core mountaineer or kayaker to enjoy the club
(even if it sometimes seems that way) and I encourage those who aren’t to not get
intimidated. If there aren’t any trips going out that seem appealing, don’t hesitate to
let the leaders/officers know (but be reasonable2, everyone is busy). Long story
short, get out there and enjoy the great outdoors (oh, and post pictures for those of us
in other parts of the world).
Inspirational rant aside; I think we have a nice variety of reading material for you. On
the following pages, you’ll find everything from an update on “white nose syndrome”
(a disease in bats covering much of the North‐Eastern United States) to poetry from
our very own “TANK”3. We also have a small sampling of local places to visit (I
encourage you to talk to alumni and some of the older members for more ideas) and
some behind the scenes jokes.
For those that are still reading, I offer you a picture of my new home (at least for this
year) along the Front Range in Colorado, and I hope to see you all at Fall Lake
George!:

‐Ben Matthews (your former substitute Cairn editor/webmaster)
(matthb2@alum.rpi.edu)
1

Outdoor activity need not be extraordinarily time consuming, there are plenty of
things to do nearby.
2 I think the guilty parties know who you are, or at least the officers do. If you request
and sing‐up for a trip, at least try to show up ;‐)
3 Hero (or was it Villain) of FLG ’09, but I’ll let you talk to people and find the story

Message from the President1:

Dear ROCers,
As the year comes to a close, the club starts to shed its skin and alas my reign comes to an
end. With spring in the air and the snow all gone, thoughts of warm hikes and whitewater
trips start to fill the heads of many. But through all that don’t forget, those of us not leaving
to the real world, we still live in Troy. Who knows what Shirley will do?
This year has been great. The ROC Wall has gotten lots of new leaders, the club got 4
mountain bikes and helmets, FLG went amazingly, and we had lots of interest at Accepted
Students day. Next year, the new members will be flooding in and we’ll have to teach them
all we know about the club, the activities, and the whoppling. I hope ROC will continue
getting great leaders and leading some awesome trips, but this is up to all of you (and me
for one more year).
In closing I would like to express my greatest thanks for allowing me to be your president.
It has been a lot of fun, but I feel that it is time to pass on the baton. My one word of advice
to the next president:
Watch your step by the handicap ramp.
See you all next year!
Melanie “Former madam president” Ouellette

1

Your editor got distracted (as often happens) at the end of the year, so this message is slightly
dated. It’s now the beginning of the Fall semester instead of the end of the Spring, so hopefully
you have stories instead of thoughts about all those trips she mentions. – Better late than
never ‐‐ Ben

White Nose Syndrome Update
by Michael Chu
Background: White Nose Syndrome (WNS) is a mysterious disease that affects bats, first
discovered in Schoharie, NY during the winter of 2007‐2008. Since then, it has been spreading
across the continent, killing up to 90% of the affected bats. More background information can be
found in the December 2009 WNS issue of the Cairn, pg 10.
Winter 2010‐2011: Only time will tell, but this past winter may be the start of a turning point for
WNS, as the spread of the disease seems to have greatly slowed. Although North Carolina, Ohio, and
Indiana were found to have the fungus for the first time, it was only found in counties bordering
already infected states. Additional counties were added to previously infected states and Canada,
however all were
also
adjacent
to
previously infected
places.
There were no long
distance jumps, and
the southern and
western extent of the
disease remained the
same
as
2010.
Perhaps the southern
extent of the disease
has been reached?
On top of this
minimal spread, bat
counts
in
caves
infected back in 2007
around this area
(Albany/Schoharie
Counties) showed bat populations the equal to or even slightly higher than previous years, but still
90% down from their pre‐WNS numbers.
Also, the bats in the later stage of the disease tend to have the white fungus on their forearms and
wings, instead of their snout, so most pictures taken in this area this winter don't actually show the
white nose.
A bit of sad news; in 4 years, WNS has killed enough of the once ubiquitous little brown bat to have
them put on the VT endangered species list, and is making its way onto the endangered lists of NY,
other northeastern states, as well as the federal list. These bats were once so common that most bat
scientists literally didn't even study them. How this will affect caving is unknown.

Effects on ROC and caving: There's some good news
on this front too. The US Fish & Wildlife is beginning to
agree with state agencies that the existing
decontamination procedures are painted too broadly to
be effective across the entire country. In WNS saturated
areas such as the northeast US, having to
decontaminate all your gear to go from infected cave to
infected cave is not realistic nor practical, whereas in
border areas it makes some sense to prevent the
possibility of cross contamination. As of this article,
they have revised their recommendation to better suit
regional situations.
(For the latest WNS
recommendations go to the US F&W's site at
http://www.fws.gov/whitenosesyndrome/cavers.html)
It is likely that the extended winter cave closures for
significant bat hibernacula will remain in place, but
caves that harbor few bats will remain open over the
winter. Exactly what is considered a significant
hibernacula is constantly evolving, but the concept of
minimizing
disturbances over
Knox Cave Entrance, Winter 2011
the winter to give bats as good a chance as possible of
surviving the winter is generally agreed upon.
The best news (in my opinion) is the feeling that people are
coming to the realization that the cat's long out of the bag on
this disease, and it'll have to be something we have to live
with for the long term. In the northeast (and as far south as
WV to some extent), caving is starting to get back to normal
in terms of open/closed caves, landowner relations, and
general negativity towards cavers and caving due to the
unknown and rapid nature of the disease.
For more information on WNS (from the cavers perspective),
visit
the
NSS's
white
nose
page
at
http://www.caves.org/WNS/

Knox Cave Entrance, Winter 2011

Some Things Never Change
by Thomas Cruson

In the depths of the Pit I have found some old pictures. As I was looking through these I noticed how the
club has changed over the years, and surprisingly it does not appear to have changed very much. In fact the
most glaring difference is that we now have thousands and thousands of pictures on our web site, where in the
past there were only a few photo prints or slides which have stayed with the club, and apparently if you go back
far enough we only did activities in black and white. In honor of the fact that the club is 75 years old this
semester below I present photographic evidence of how awesome the club has been throughout the years.
I apologize for the poor quality of the early pictures, apparently technology was not as great back then,
and the pictures have not been well taken care of over the years, and I am far too lazy to put any more effort than
I have to fix them up on the computer. I have made sure to include dates when I could, and credited the
photographer, or at least the person whose folder I stole the picture from on the server, when I could.
We have always done the same activities.
Like hiking:

1981

1981

2010 Andrew Calcutt

2010 Chris Kane

Rafting:

1981

Some time before the era of digital cameras

1981

2009 Victoria Solla

Kayaking:

Some time before the era of digital cameras

2010 Andy Nitschke

Caving:

1981

2008 Mike Chu

1981

2010 Jim Macoine

Rock climbing:

1981

1948
2010 Michelle Sharer

We Even go to the same places. Like Upper Wolfjaw:

1962

2008 Andrew Calcutt

And Algonquin:

1977 Dave Gutter

2009 Andy Nitschke

And Street and Nye:

1981

2009 James Streitman

But there are even more similarities. We have always known how to get dirty:

1981

2009 Mike Chu

Sometimes, somehow, for some reason we end up upside down:

1981

2010 Andy Nitschke

We even seem to have the same car:

Sometime before photos which survived well over time

2009 James Streitman

And of course one of ROC's most beloved traditions, FLG. Over the years it is the same island, although the
boats seem to have changed since 1958:

1958

2009 Ben Matthews

We have always needed a truck to get our stuff there:

1994

2008 Ashley
Corker

We have always had the beacon for the island:

1991

2008 Ben Matthews

Apparently we had not yet perfected a proper cooking surface in 1958, but we figured it out by 1987:

1958

1987
2008
Date Unknown

We have always made a zip line, or something to that effect:

2005 Chris Wicker

1981

Over the years we have always hiked Tongue Mountain:
2009 Ben Matthews

1994
1987

2008

And of course the traditional FLG Square Dance:

2010 Lasse Hogstedt

1994

1994

1958

2008 Ashley Corker

1994

1988

2009 Ben Matthews

Places to Go Near Troy:
‐Ben Matthews

As my fourth, and perhaps last, year with ROC comes to a close, I notice that almost
all our trips are a long way from Troy. As nice as the Adirondacks are, it strikes me
as very usual how many ROC'ers, who are always doing something in the outdoors,
seem completely unaware of the many wilderness areas within a very short drive
(or walk) of campus. Hopefully I can help get you started exploring the capital
district, by sharing some of the fruits of my last four years of exploration and
research:

Ok, I admit it, the ‘Dacks are nice too, and I’m all for getting out of Troy as often as possible, but not
everyone has the time for four hours of driving every weekend. (both pictures from a backpacking
trip in the High Peaks ‐‐ if you see any of us you might be able to get some good stories from this
trip)

Peeble's Island: Perhaps my favorite local
place to go hiking near Troy is Peeble's Island.
At just under Hive miles from campus, Peeble's
Island is an easy drive or bike ride out to an
island at the conHluence of the Hudson and
Mohawk rivers. If you drive, take Route 4 (a
right turn from Blitman) to 112th Street. Turn
left on 112th, cross the river and take the Hirst
right turn after the river. You can either
continue over the bridge to the park's parking
lot or park at the wide spot in the road just after the
housing development to avoid the entrance fee in the
fall. Once on the island, the most scenic route runs
around the circumference of the island, passing
several small waterfalls. The observant hiker will
often spot cormorants and herons hanging out on
one (or both) of the small dams that are visible
from the trail. If you're very lucky, you might even
spot the elusive whitewater kayaker (the popular
Cohoes surf wave is just hidden behind another
But wait! is that (non‐rodent) wildlife? In
Troy???

There’s also some interesting kayaking behind a
peninsula visible from the other side of the island ‐‐
but only if you know what you’re doing (but that’s a
story for another article)

island). In the winter, it's quite common to see deer near the trail (bring your
snowshoes).

Barberville Falls: If you're looking for a very quick hike and

I know I have pictures of the falls
somewhere, but I can’t give away
all my secrets ‐‐> Go explore ;‐)

a nice waterfall Barberville Falls might Hit the bill. Less than 10
miles from campus, Head out Rt. 66 (off Rt. 2 near Brunswick
Ave) and continue as it turns into Rt 355/Plank Rd.. After you
pass through the town of Poestenkill start looking for a small pull off and sign on the
left side of the road. Leave your vehicle at the pull off and hike along the road a short
way to the trailhead on "Blue Factory" road. If you continue down the steep path,
you'll eventually reach the base of an impressive waterfall and what seems to be a
fairly popular weekend Hishing hole.

Petersburg Pass: Just over 20 miles from Troy, Petersburg Pass was at one
point a small ski area. While probably still a good place to give your back country
skis a try, it's more interesting because of it's access to the Taconic Crest trail. If you
head west on Route 2 you'll probably spot a sign warning of hikers near the top of
the pass. Shortly after the sign, be on the lookout for a parking lot on the right (if you
hit the Massachusetts border turn around and try again). From the parking lot you
can either make the steep hike up the old ski area and continue along the range or
you can cross the street and follow an initially less obvious trail over smaller hills.
Either way, you'll get plenty of nice views into both Massachusetts and New York
from a remarkably scenic trail. If you go up the trail on the road side, there is a
locally famous geographic formation which is rumored to hold snow over much of
the summer (I've never found it because I've only been there in winter).

If only the software I work on were this well
documented... I could spend more time outdoors!
(Taconic Crest just after Sunrise, early Spring)

Schodack Island: About 30
miles from campus, Schodack
Island is a bird conservation
area with several miles of hiking
or easy mountain biking and
boat access to both the Hudson
and Schodack Creek. I have yet
to explore the boating in the
area, but it is a great place to go
for a quick snowshoe hike in the
winter (or, new this year, ice
skating on some weekends). If
you’re lucky you might even see
some wildlife.
Gra;on Lakes: Grafton Lakes is a club favorite for a lot of different activities.
About 15 miles from campus on
Route 2, Grafton Lakes has
many miles of hiking, biking and
skiing (or snowshoeing). During
my tenure at RPI, we even had
one stargazing trip. In addition
to the main entrance, you can
access more lakes from the
winter entrance (in town, just
past the main entrance on Rt. 2)
and Dunham Reservoir Road
(before the main entrance, on
Rt. 2). Dunham Reservoir in
particular is a great place for a
couple hours of lake paddling, offering a little over a mile of lake and a half mile or
so of stream (sometimes there's a beaver dam under the bridge, but it's worth
crossing). The easiest put‐in is from Dunham Reservoir Road, a right turn off Rt 2
just before the main Grafton Lakes entrance (the put‐in is on the left, not far from Rt.
2). Given the typical RPI workload, you could probably hike for most of a semester
in Grafton and still see new things (and when you get bored, head a few more miles
up Rt. 2 to the Taconic Crest).

RPI Engineers (and ROC members) testing on Dunham Reservoir
(Study for Hinals? Why?)

Poestenkill Gorge: The
Poestenkill Gorge is an easy walk
from campus, offering a huge
waterfall and probably some good
sledding (or perhaps ice axe
practice) in the winter. The gorge
is accessible from a parking lot off
Linden Ave in Troy (take Tibbits to
Brunswick to Rt. 66 and then turn
right on Linden and start heading
down the hill). There’s not a lot of
hiking available, but it’s still well
worth a stop. Even if you don’t check out anything else on this list, there’s no excuse
for not visiting the Poestenkill Gorge at least once.

Poestenkill Flat Water: There is a short stretch of Hlat (but moving) water on
the Poestenkill right in Troy, upstream from the dam under Rt. 66 near where it
intersects Rt. 2. You can put‐in from the back of the Cemetery and paddle up stream
for a mile or two. The trip is surprisingly scenic, and home to a variety of wildlife.
Unfortunately, the river narrows and the current increases fairly quickly (farther
up‐stream is a class 3‐5 whitewater run starting in Eagle Mills or at Barberville
Falls). Even so, it's worth checking out the small stretch of Hlatwater, because it's so
close to campus, if for no other reason.

Whitewater gear not strictly necessary
for this section... Unless you just can’t
seem to stay upright.
There are however, several difHicult whitewater
sections farther upstream.

Saratoga Spa Park: At 30 miles from campus, the Spa park is a bit on the far
side but still worth mentioning, if only because it's novel, yet ignored by RPI
students. The Spa park has a bunch
of very nice hiking (much of it in pine
forest), but is most famous for it's
springs, several of which are quite
large. Some of the springs are
supposed to have various health
beneHits (or at least high mineral
content), and are available for
sampling (a few are radioactive
enough that the recommended
dosage is limited, so it's a good idea
to read the signs). Other springs are
Believe it or not, some people actually go out of
merely impressive to watch (many
their way to drink this stuff (yuck)
are in or near parking lots if you want to
bring some less outdoor oriented friends).
The city of Saratoga
Springs is also a large
and historic town worth
exploring while you're
visiting.

Forward:
I am proud to present the following poem from perhaps the fastest rising star in bad hiker
poetry, TANK. TANK's debut work “A Limerick for the Trail” won the coveted “Max Patch Award
for obscenity” in the 2009 Billville Bad Hiker Poetry Contest, as well as getting honorable
mention for “Worst Bastardization of an Excepted Poetry Form.” TANK's success continued in
2010, when his masterpiece “Hiker Chant” took the prize for “Best Bad Poem,” which is either
first place or last place, no one is exactly sure which.
Presented below is TANK's most recent work “The Black Bear” which won the 2011 prize
for “Longest Bad Hiker Poem” by a large margin. In fact this poem is the only one in the history of
the contest to be cut short by the audience. The poem received glowing reviews from all in
attendance. Sasquatch said “During that poem we were crying because it was so painful,” and
Wren commented “that poem almost made me vomit.” I hope you all find it equally unbearable.

The Black Bear
TANK

Once upon an autumn dreary, while I wondered weak and weary,
Over many a rough and rugged mountain of the Appalachian,
While I stumbled nearly falling, suddenly there came a calling,
As if someone softly bawling, bawling for an injured shin,
Tis some injured hiker in need of medicine,
Not to help would be a sin.
Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the crisp September,
and each separate dying ember conjured fear from within
Eagerly I had sought to follow, vainly I had sought to borrow,
From my trails surcease of sorrow for the Appalachian.
For the rare and radiant mountains Appalachian.
Nameless here to begin.
The incredibly brief rustling of each orange leaf,
Thrilled me, Filled me, with fantastic terror, never felt again.
So that now to shush the pleading in my ears I stood repeating:
Tis some hiker needing aid for an injured shin.
Some lone hiker needing aid for an injured shin.
Not to help would be a sin.
Then my wit grew greater, waiting then for no later,
'Sir' said I, 'Or madam surely your forgiveness I am given,
for the truth is I was walking, and so softly you were talking,
And so faintly you were bawking, bawking for your injured shin
That I scarce was sure I heard you.' Here I look over the Mountain,
No one there to be seen

Deep into the emptiness I was looking, standing, eating, cooking,
Hiking; hiking trails no mortal dare to hike again,
But the silence now unbroken, and the trail gave no token,
And the only word there spoken was the word 'Appalachian,'
This I whispered and an echo hollered back 'Appalachian.'
Merely this with some gain.
Back Northbound turning, my throat within me burning.
Soon again I heard the calling, now much louder then the mountain,
'Surely,' said I 'surely that is something at yon shelter,
Let me see then what is down ther', what mystery within?
Let my legs be still a moment and see what mystery within.
Tis a rustle and not a din.'
Going now I turn the corner, when with much bound and blunder,
Out here stepped a beastly black bear of the mountain Appalachian.
Not any time did waist he, not a minute stopped or stayed he,
But with much devotion perched and on top of my railroad gin;
Perched upon the mason jar containing my moon shin'
Perched, and sat, with quite a grin.
Then this black bear started me to think that I would like a drink,
But he kept me from the mason jar of moon shin'.
'Though thy be well trimmed and shaven,' I said, 'Thou art sure no human
Ghastly grim and ancient black bear wondering through the mountain
Tell me what thy trail name is, in the mountain Appalachian.'
Quoth the black bear, 'Appalachian.'
Much I marveled at this bear of black to hear him so plainly back,
with its answer have such volume, well above the din,
For we cannot help agreeing that no living human being,
Ever yet was blessed with seeing beast upon his jar of gin,
Bird or beast above the mason jar holding his moon shin'
With such a name as Appalachian.
But the bear sitting lonely on the mason jar, spoke only,
That one word, as if that one word contained his soul within.
Nothing further did he utter, not a leg did he flutter
Till I scarcely more than mutter 'Other friends will hike again
On the mountain they will leave me, as my hopes still remain.'
Then the bear said 'Appalachian.'
Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly spoken,
'Doubtless,' said I, 'what it utters is its only notion
Taken from some unhappy hiker whose unmerciful partner
Followed fast and followed faster, till his hike could not maintain,
Till his hopes of his hike he must refrain,
On the Appalachian.'

But that bear still sitting had drove me to fitting.
Strait I set my pack in front of bear and jar and gin.
Then, upon that stench sinking, I betook myself to thinking,
Fancy nothing fancy, thinking of these mountains Appalachian,
These vast, unforgiving, rough, and rugged mountain
Are called the Appalachian.
This I sat engaged in guessing, but no syllable expressing
To the beast whose fiery eyes now burned deep within
This and more I sat divining with my head at ease reclining
on my pack's filthy lining, and the liquor burning within,
I'd no rather have fine dining, but the liquor burning within,
in the mountain Appalachian.
Then, methought the air grew thinker, scank from an unseen hiker,
Traveling the trail upon the Appalachian mountain.
'Wretch,' I cried, 'thy trail hath lent thee‐ by the mountain has sent thee,
Respite‐ respite from the world, in the Appalachian
Quaff, oh quaff this healthy jar of railroad gin.
Quoth the Black Bear, 'Appalachian.'
'Prophet!' said I, 'thing of evil, prophet still if beast or devil!
By that ridge‐line that extends before us, by that trail Appalachian,
Tell this soul with pack laden, with liquor flowing within,
it shall hike this trail again, of the mountain Appalachian.
Hike the lovely mountain trail of the Appalachian.'
Quoth the black bear, 'Appalachian.'
'Be that word our sign of parting, beast or fiend!' I shrieked upstarting,
'Get thee back into the tempest and the mountain Appalachian.
Leave no black fur as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken!'
Leave my loneliness unbroken! Quit the jar of railroad gin!
Take thy claw from out my heart, and take thy form from off my gin!'
Quoth the black bear, 'Appalachian.'
And the black bear, never fitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
On the mason jar of railroad gin,
And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's that is dreaming,
And the moon light o'er him streaming throws his shadow on the mountain,
And my soul from out that shadow that hikes the Appalachian,
Shall be stopped‐ nevermore!

15 Uses for a Tire
The following is a list of uses for a tire which was compiled, and tested for efficacy by several members of the
Rensselaer Outing Club at a recent trip in. Each use has been properly demonstrated and approved successful
by an independent panel.

1. Chair
2. Unicycle
3. Bi-Person Unicycle
4. Sombrero
5. Bottle Opener
6. Back Massager
7. Stage
8. Tire Gymnastics (This should be an Olympic sport).
9. Ship’s Helm (Unfortunately there was no ship present to do a proper test of this one, but it was demonstrated that the tire could at least present an illusion of being a ship’s helm, and the panel was convinced
that given a ship to bolt it to this use would be fully functional).
10. Drinking Tire Soccer (Also perhaps a candidate for an Olympic sport).
11. Bench Press Weight
12. Oxygen Tank (Please do not try this at home, or at least do not blame this article for giving you the idea.
Although it has been proven to work).
13. Stick & Hoop Game (Definitely should not be an Olympic sport).
14. Can Crusher
15. Distance Measuring Device

Leadership Dispute 1
Subject:
Fwd: Re: Today’s Class A Trip-In
From:
Andrew Nitschke <nitsca@rpi.edu>
Date:
Wed, 09 Mar 2011 22:18:29 -0500
To:
Benjamin Matthews <matthb2@rpi.edu>
Jeff and I though I would be funny if Melanie, being president of ROC,
sent Tom an email saying that he couldn’t have a Class A Trip In because
he wasn’t a Class A leader so we sent her this email.
If you want to include it in the Carin feel free to but you don’t have
to if you don’t want to.
-Andy
-------- Original Message -------Subject: Re: Today’s Class A Trip-In
Date: Wed, 9 Mar 2011 17:54:59 -0500
From: Melanie Ouellette <ouellm@rpi.edu>
To: Andrew Nitschke <nitsca@rpi.edu>

Dear Concerned Member,
I will address your concern at the meeting today. I feel that I need
to clarify somethings with the club.
Madam President
On Fri, Mar 4, 2011 at 4:13 PM, Andrew Nitschke <nitsca@rpi.edu> wrote:
President Ouellette,
This is to express my concerns regarding Mr. Thomas Cruson’s
trip-in this weekend. By announcing this trip he has broken several
club policies and has endangered members of the club. First off, as
far as I can tell he has not arranged for a Worry if Missing Person,
or wimp, and difficulties could therefore escalate should something
go wrong. Secondly, while Mr. Cruson is quite experienced with trips-in
I am worried that he is not qualified to lead a Class A trip-in. This is
one of the most dangerous activities that our club participates in and
I am concerned for the safety of members of the club. I believe that it
is in the best interest of the club that action be taken to prevent such
a potential travesty, and as I do not feel that I have the authority to
criticize Mr. Cruson directly, I would hope that you have the moral
integrity to contact him with these concerns.
Sincerely,
Andrew Nitschke
Rensselaer Outing Club, Inc. Kayaking Chair
1 These

emails are reproduced verbatim for your enjoyment ∼ Ben

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
School of Engineering
Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Nuclear Engineering
Class 2013
With full concurrence from
Jeffrey Emenheiser
Rensselaer Outing Club, Inc. Patch Member
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
School of Science
Department of Physics, Applied Physics and Astronomy
Class of 2013

Dear ROC,
I was considering doing something super-cool outside this weekend, but
then I looked at the weather, and it looks like total shit, warm and wet.
So I started thinking: In times like this the club has historically
found ways to still have fun, even in the worst of conditions, and how do
we do that? With a trip in. So, I will be leading a class A trip in on
Friday at 8:00 PM at my apartment. No experience required, but you must
seriously want to have a good time, if you hate a good time do not come,
otherwise you are qualified.
Thank you,
Your CESMR,
Thomas Cruson

